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THE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

How to turn passive customers 
into raving advocates.
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The Purpose of this 
Document

Why Bother?

The Background

Understanding and delivering above your customer’s expectations will have them selling 
your club for you. This new concept is a powerful and cost effective way to drive your 
club’s business. This document explains the concept and the processes required for your 
club to implement this strategy.

The concept of “creating raving advocates” through creating “wow” moments leverages 
off a previous resource generated by NZ Golf – Customer Loyalty – The One Number Golf 
Clubs Need to Grow.  The Net Promoter Score © allows your customer to put a measure 
on how likely they are to recommend your club to a family member, friend or colleague. 

The vast majority of your income is derived from your customers. Without them, your 
Club won’t exist. Your current and potential customers make decisions based on the 
experiences they’ve had, or the experiences of others. By understanding what the 
expectations of your customers/potential customers are and planning ways to exceed 
them, you can create a group of advocates who will go and sell your club for you.

New Zealand is blessed with a great number of stunning Golf Facilities of all shapes and 
sizes, right across the country. A lot of hard work goes in to keeping these facilities looking 
top notch by both paid and volunteer staff. 

Not as many clubs, however, can boast about having world class service that customers 
rave about. 

The total experience that a customer will have at your club will be greatly influenced by a 
combination of both the service interactions and the quality of your facility.

By their very nature, golf courses and facilities consume a lot of resource, leaving very little 
to be dedicated towards customer experience.

The reality is, if your customers don’t feel like they are getting good service, it doesn’t 
matter how good your facility is. Eventually they will take their business elsewhere and 
they are likely to tell a great number of people about the service level they received, leaving 
your very expensive facility with less customers to support it. If this happens for a long 
period of time, you will have “saturated the market” meaning that you no longer have the 
ability to attract new customers to your club.
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Expectations & how you 
can use them
Every customer has expectations when they interact with someone representing your
club. Whether this is conscious or not, these expectations and the subsequent delivery of
service will push your customer in to one of three groups. Deliver under your customer’s
expectation and they will fall into the dissatisfied group known as “detractors.”

Deliver exactly what is expected and the customer will be satisfied, falling in to the
group known as “Passives.” Don’t be fooled, this is not a win for your club, it is a missed
opportunity. Most golf club customers will sit in this “Passive” category. Passives are one of
the greatest untapped resources that a Golf Club possesses.

However, if you deliver above your customer’s expectations and create a “wow moment”
it will push them in to the “promoter” space, creating a raving advocate and getting them 
talking about (selling) you club to other people.
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Passive 
The quiet masses
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The valuable few
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The loud minority
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WOW Moments & How You 
Can Create Them

Bribery vs Recognition

What’s the difference between recognition and bribery?

Before the sale = Bribery            After the sale = Recognition

Bribery makes people loyal to the bribe. Recognition makes people loyal to you. 

Wow moments don’t need to be big, they just need to be an act of service that goes above 
the customer’s expectations enough to generate conversation.  The best way to deliver a 
wow moment is to consider the bribery vs recognition approach to sales.

A working example - A customer comes to your club looking at membership options;

Bribery Approach - You offer them 50% off. They join. Next year they don’t renew because 
they have to pay full price for something they’ve experienced for 50%. They were loyal to 
the bribe, not to your club or you.

Recognition Approach - You have an active discussion with the customer and find out 
they are new to the area and discuss what their interests are. Through these discussions 
you find out that they are not only an interested golfer but also an avid fisher. The customer 
joins. You organise for a group at the club who are also keen fishers to play a round of golf 
with your new customer. You put information in to the persons welcome pack about local 
fishing charter options and a $20 voucher for the local fishing store.

By using the recognition approach and providing a wow moment it has not only cost 
you less than the bribery approach, it is likely to retain your customer long term and has 
provided your customer a reason to talk about your club to other potential customers.

What about the customers that have been at your club for a while?

The process works the same.  The question to ask is, “What could we do that would go 
above and beyond the expectations our customers currently have?”

5 ideas generated in discussions around the country;

• Cleaning shoes, clubs or trundlers after round (if your staff don’t have the time, use 
junior members and gift them something in return).

• Recognising the member’s birthday in some way that is important to them.

• Recognising the anniversary of when a member has joined.

• Recognise the birthday of family members or significant others (E Cards are free!)

• Un-prompted, after-sale follow up (phone call) on any products purchased in the shop.

Why not sit down with your team and draw out a list of things that you could do to “wow” 
your customers?
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The Old Process vs The 
New Process
Sometimes it can be difficult to justify spending money on marketing or promoting your 
club when you are not able to see tangible return for the dollars that are spent. By focussing 
more on creating wow moments, you are likely to spend less and gain more. This is 
explained below;

Old System
• Find a group of 

customers who 
may or may not be 
interested in golf.

• Try and sell your 
product / service 
- Mail Drops 
- Email Campaigns 
- Newspaper 
- Radio

• End up with a few 
customers

What’s the difference?
A scattergun approach to marketing isn’t overly effective.

The old system relies on you being able to weed out potential golfers from a big pool of people and 
then assumes that the offer you are providing will actually suit them. The chances of success are 
fairly low unless you are willing to throw a lot of resource in to your marketing budget and you have 
a lot of data available to you. We aren’t suggesting that this approach doesn’t have value. It’s a great 
way to introduce people to your “brand” but doesn’t often drive customers to take action unless you 
can specifically target the right people with the right offer. 

Like-minded people.

People who share the same interests move in the same groups. Because you know your current 
customers have a level of interest in golf, they are likely to mingle with other people who are also 
interested in golf. Give your customers a reason to talk about your club and you’re more likely to 
capture their peer group also.

It’s a more believable sell.

Who would you trust to tell you about a great golf club? Your mate who has had the experience or 
the club themselves? When your club tries to market itself, it’s fairly obvious that you are trying to sell 
something. Your sell is less genuine and can therefore carry less weight. If a customer who has had a 
great experience talks about your club, the message is genuine because there is no direct benefit in it 
for that person. 

Other benefits?
• It’s inexpensive to implement.

• The people delivering the wow feel great, leading to better staff/volunteer satisfaction and better 
performance.

• The new advocates can help the culture of your club and keep the detractors quiet.

New System
• Get a current 

customer

• Put strategies 
in place to wow 
them.

• Create a raving 
advocate

• Have them sell 
your club for you

• To a number of 
people
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How do you set this up at your club?

An Example

1.    (Area of Operation) Pro-Shop / Shop

1. Pick an area 
of operation 

where customer 
interactions 

occur.

2. Set a baseline  
- Outline your 

customer 
expectations.

3. Compare 
baseline to reality 

- Identify what 
actually happens.

4. Deal with the 
disparity.

5. Empower those 
people with the 
ability to create 
wow moments.

2.  Baseline 3. Reality 4. To improve Wow Moments

What is the customer 
expectation?

Does it 
actually 
happen?

What category 
does that put 
us in?

Dealing 
with 
disparity.

What are we not 
doing that we 
could to provide 
a wow moment.

Greeted in friendly way Yes Passive

Greeted by name Yes Passive

The person to be stood up 
and attentive

No Detract Improve

Expect to casually converse 
and have a bit of a laugh

Yes Passive

Asked if I needed anything 
for the course

No Detract Improve

To leave happy Yes Passive
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5.   How do you empower your volunteers / staff to make change?
a. Explain the concept of what you are trying to achieve and why.

b. Make volunteers/staff part of the process and ask for their input. Generate ideas with 
them and ask how they could wow the customers in their area of work.

c. Budget it in 
Be courageous and give staff a certain amount of budget to implement wow moments 
(it might only be $10 a month, but start somewhere!)

d. Plan wow moments (as above) but encourage volunteers/staff to take charge and 
search-out other opportunities to provide a wow.

e. When it happens, celebrate it. 
In doing so, it will make it part of the service culture.

f. Lead by example. 
If the “leadership group” (this is not limited to paid employees) are not doing this, it’s 
not fair to ask volunteers or staff to do the same. Get out there and search for wow 
moments yourself.

Final Thoughts
Implemented correctly this approach allows you spend less, increase the satisfaction of 
your current customers, your community profile, the performance and satisfaction of your 
staff/volunteers and can have a very positive influence on the culture of your club. It can 
also help your club grow and cost you less than your generic marketing approaches.  For 
more information on this process and how it can be implemented please contact NZ Golf.

Links

Click here for link to more on Net Promotor Score 

Click here for The Customer Experience Presentation

http://www.golf.co.nz/uploads/Net%20Promoter%20Score%20updated.pdf
http://www.golf.co.nz/uploads/The%20Customer%20Experience.pdf

